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TMD Technologies features in UK government
Annual Parliamentary Review.
TMD Technologies Limited (TMD), West London based, world class manufacturer of
professional microwave and RF products, is featured in the prestigious, just-published
government 2016/17 Parliamentary Review.
Selected to share ‘best practice’ in the publication, alongside and under the auspices of Prime
Minister Theresa May, TMD is one of a small number of outstanding manufacturing
organisations chosen to appear in the definitive Parliamentary Review document that looks
back on the year in industry and government at Westminster. The Parliamentary Review is
now a key feature of the UK’s political calendar, with its main aim to highlight best practice as
a learning tool to the public and private sectors.

TMD’s Executive Chairman, Peter Butcher: ‘TMD has earned itself an
enviable global reputation.’

Peter Butcher, Executive Chairman of TMD commented “We were very pleased to be
considered one of the few ‘outstanding manufacturing organisations’ eligible to have a
company profile featured in the latest Parliamentary Review. Since our MBO from Thorn EMI
Electronics in 1995, TMD has initiated and maintained exceptional and on-going growth in hitech design and manufacture, and has earned itself an enviable global reputation for
specialised microwave innovation and reliability.
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Today we operate truly worldwide, with an international network of customers and
representatives. More than 90% of our products are exported – mainly to the States through
our new USA company based in Maryland.”

At its progressive design and manufacturing facility in West London,
TMD produces its extensive range of specialised microwave products for
radar, EW, communications, EMC, scientific and medical applications.
Shown: Microwave tube assembly in a clean environment.
(Illustration from the UK government 2016/17 Parliamentary Review)
Adding to Peter Butcher’s comments, the Parliamentary Review’s director Daniel Yossman
said: “It is companies like TMD Technologies and other hard working organisations from
across the country that have come together to make this year’s Review successful and
possible. Sharing knowledge and insight with both peers and government is essential work
and I am delighted that this year’s Review will reach every corner of the British economy.”
Summing up, the Prime Minister’s former cabinet colleague Sir Eric Pickles, who was recently
appointed as the Review’s chairman, said: “It has never been more important for government
to hear the views of business and the public sector in a constructive forum. It is also a vital
time to share best practice and progress.”

The Parliamentary Review is sent out to over half a million leading policymakers, across all
policy areas. Articles in the Review act as both a blueprint for success and a template for
reform.

Click here for the digital edition: Parliamentary Review 2016 17
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TMD Technologies Limited – more than 20 years at the top of
scientific and technical microwave and RF innovation

For more than 20 years TMD Technologies Limited (TMD) has been a world class
designer and manufacturer of professional microwave and RF products. At the
company headquarters in Hayes, West London it produces specialised transmitters,
amplifiers, microwave power modules (MPMs), high voltage power supplies and
microwave tubes for radar, EW and communications applications. A previous Queen’s
Award winner, it also produces a range of advanced instrumentation microwave
amplifiers for EMC testing, scientific and medical applications.
TMD Technologies, LLC, USA
TMD Technologies, LLC is the US subsidiary of TMD Technologies Limited. Based in
Baltimore, Maryland, it provides complete technical and commercial support to TMD’s
customers in the USA, and offers a comprehensive product and repair centre. The
Sales and Marketing Department is engaged in the sales of the whole range of TMD’s
products, as well as new business development in the States.
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